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• What is an individuals ‘true’ exposure and how best should this be estimated?
• Not all components of air pollution are equally harmful – or are they, and if so 

how?
• What is the fate of inhaled xenobiotics in the body?
• Do observations of statistical associations at the population level need to be 

supported by mechanistic work to support causation, and if so how do you 
integrate and weight different types of evidence?

• Do currently available experimental models adequately reflect in vivo reality and 
vulnerability in the population?

• How do we study the mechanisms underpinning chronic effects to match long term 
impacts on the population?

• Do policy measures work, or are their risks of taking an overly generalised 
approach?

Philosophical questions
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(human)
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(Models)

Association vs. causation Acute response vs chronic endpoint

Biomarkers Adverse Outcome Pathways - MIEs Mixtures



What are the harmful components of PM2.5?

Sources

Primary/secondary

Gases / VOC

Ultrafines

Which PM features (particle side, number) or components 
are the most important in terms of their toxicity?

How do particles and gases interact with the lung and 
elicit extra-pulmonary effects? 

Dosimetry / Bio-persistence



Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev 2005;14(8).

The Exposome



Environ. Sci. Technol. Lett. 2021, 8, 10, 839–852

Niedzwiecki MM et al. Annu. Rev. Pharmacol. Toxicol., 59 (1) (2019), 107-127

Gao P et al. Genome Res. 2022 Jun;32(6):1199-1214.



Combining key characteristics and hallmarks of cancer into life 
course Adverse Outcome Pathways. 

Douglas Hanahan D and Weinberg RA. Cell. 2011;144(5):646-74.



Meet-in-the-Middle: The Example of Air Pollution and Coronary 
Heart Disease

Fiorito G et al., Environ Mol Mutagen 2017, 59(3):234–246.

Case-control study on CVD nested in a cohort 
of 18,982 individuals from the EPIC-Italy study

Modelled air pollution and measured 
inflammatory biomarkers, and whole-genome 
DNA methylation in blood collected up to 17 
years before the diagnosis.

Findings indicated that chronic exposure to air 
pollution lead to oxidative stress, which in 
turn activates a cascade of inflammatory 
responses mainly involving the “Cytokine 
signalling” pathway, leading to increased risk 
of CCVD – NO2, PM2.5, PM10

Mendelian randomization 



Hallmarks of environmental insults

1. Oxidative stress and inflammation
2. Genomic alterations and mutations
3. Epigenetic alterations
4. Mitochondrial dysfunction
5. Endocrine disruption
6. Altered cell communication
7. Altered microbiome communities
8. Impaired nervous system function

X: Accelerated biological ageing

Peters A et al. Cell. 2021 Mar 18;184(6):1455-1468



Feeding Toxicologically ‘Informative’ Information 
into Epidemiological Studies: Oxidative Potential

DNA strand breaks

Biomolecule (surrogate) 
oxidation

EPR based free radical 
generation

Fluorescence-based techniques

Cell free

Cellular

Extracted PM

Real time

Daily time series / models



Toxicology (health) challenge
• The application of metrology principles to particle toxicology.
• Improved / realistic particles exposures to in vitro cell models.
• Policy relevant particles generation.
• In vitro model refinement.
• Testable AOPs and read across to agnostic methodologies.
• Exposure and response biomarker standardisation.
• Cellular / tissue dosimetry – soluble / insoluble.
• ADME principles
• Population level toxicology
• Toxicological prediction

Imaging – particle/chemical tracking to full digital 
histopathology

Improved air pollution and health sensor technology – across 
scales, individual to global

Data management and high performance computing

Better dosimetry models / predictive in silico toxicology / 
population impact simulations 


